
ADVERT IS ING FEATURE



Just minutes from central 
Nelson, Stoke and Richmond 
is Marsden Valley, a sunny, 
sheltered area with streams, 
abundant birdlife, attractive 
stands of native trees and
rural views.  

This stunning setting forms the 
basis of a signi� cant residential 
development which utilises an 
innovative approach to urban 
design to create a community set 
in a quality environment.

The development is known as 
Marsden Park.  When completed 
it will encompass around 
600 residential properties, 
recreational facilities and a 
village “high street” with cafes, 
bistros, apartments, o�  ces, a 
preschool, shops and boutique 
workshops for the likes of artists, 
craftspeople and gourmet 
food producers.  In essence, 
Marsden Park captures the spirit 
of Nelson: it is creative, down 
to earth, innovative, active and 
environmentally aware.  

Marsden Park is the creation of 
a family consortium which has 
been associated with the valley 
for many years.  Its objective has 
been to develop an outstanding 
new community that provides a 
high quality residential lifestyle, 
without sacri� cing the natural 
attributes that make the area
so appealing.  

Some of the country’s leading 
urban designers have been 
enlisted to ensure this exacting 
balance is achieved.  Marsden 

Park’s low impact, high amenity 
approach is one of the � rst 
examples of its kind in New 
Zealand and is, without doubt, 
the way of the future.  

In addition to Marsden Park’s 
proximity to high decile schools 
and the commercial hubs of 
Nelson and Richmond, there 
are numerous other bene� ts for 
residents.  Sections are generous 
in size, engineer-certi� ed, 
elevated above street level and 
designed for maximum sun, 
views and building area. Fibre 
optic cabling has been installed 
to every property and all building 
plans will be vetted to ensure
a cohesion and quality
that protects the value of 
everyone’s investment.  

Recreationally, residents will 
have kilometres of walkways and 
cycleways to enjoy, plus parks, 
playgrounds and a scattering 
of cropping trees. Streams, 
ponds and native bush have 
been preserved and enhanced 
to attract wildlife, and will 
contribute to residents’ quality 
of life by providing peaceful 
places to explore and a tangible 
connection to the environment. 

The many innovative features 
that make Marsden Park a unique 
development also make its 
sections exceptionally good value 
– greater than anything else 
available in the region.

With sections in stage one now 
available, it’s time to consider 
making Marsden Park your
new home.  

New community captures the spirit of Nelson

S u p e r i o r  f l a t  s e c t i o n s,  6 4 0 - 9 0 0 m 2 -  P r i ce d  f r o m  $ 2 2 6 , 0 0 0

It’s a village based urban development centred on sustainability,
the environment and a real sense of community.  It’s called Marsden 
Park and it’s set to become the region’s premier residential development.

Something very
special is evolving in
Marsden Valley
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Gone are the days when the 
answer to population growth 
was monotonous urban sprawl 
across productive land.  These 
days, faced with a diminishing 
supply of land suitable 
for development coupled 
with the need to minimise 
infrastructure costs and a 
desire to create more livable 
communities, councils are 
moving towards a much more 
enlightened approach to urban 
development.   

Urban designer and landscape 
architect Robin Simpson 
has been heavily involved 
in both the concept and 
landscape design of Marsden 
Park.  She describes it as a 
leading example of the kind 
of residential development 
increasingly favoured and 
supported by local authorities.  

“Contemporary thinking is that 
good suburbs and communities 
provide a mix of ‘live, work 
and play’ within a walkable 
area, so people aren’t forced to 
use a vehicle for every outing 
they need to make,” explains 
Robin.  “It’s about increasing 
connectivity between people, 
places and the environment, 
and a contemporary version of 
a village way of life.”  

John Tocker, architect, notes 
that good urban design needs 
to provide more than just house 
sites and roads: “A sustainable 
community needs access to 
parks, shops, work, schools, 
support services, and cultural 

and social activities. Marsden 
Park is located and designed for 
all these needs, so that a long 
term community is founded.” 

Appropriate aspects of a “new 
urbanism” approach are being 
implemented at Marsden Park 
to create a clean, green, vibrant 
and sophisticated community 
which is both people-friendly 
and sustainable. 

It encompasses a diversity of 
housing that will generate a 
well-balanced community, 
generous public spaces, small 
scale retail and commercial 
operations and a network of 
landscaped walkways and 
cycleways that form ecological 
corridors where nature 
� ourishes.

This high-amenity style of 
community presents some 
very attractive opportunities 
for Marsden Park residents.  For 
example, it will be possible for 
some residents to live within 
a walk-able distance of their 
workplace – even above it if 
they choose.  

Similarly, residents will be 
able to wander along densely-
planted walkways and 
across bridges to the local 
convenience store or preschool, 
discovering birdlife, insects and 
edible plants along the way.  
And with the eventual addition 
of cafes and restaurants, 
Marsden Park residents will be 
able to take a leisurely stroll to 
the village and enjoy a drink 
or two with dinner - without 
having to worry about driving 
home afterwards.  

It’s not just the many walkways 
that will make these activities 
a pleasure at Marsden Park.  
Much attention has been 
given to the design of roads 
within the suburb; instead of 
concrete and metal dominating 
the streetscape, trees, shrubs 
and wide berms planted with 
reeds, rushes and ground cover 
plants will transform roads 
into what Robin describes as 
“handsome, environmentally-
responsive public spaces - 
ecological corridors that link it 
all together”.

Robin points out that such 
a walkable community has 
many environmental, social 
and health bene� ts.  “Instead 
of driving to the nearest shop 
to get a carton of milk or a 
paper, residents can walk or 
cycle walkways and leafy streets 
and in doing so meet and get 
to know other residents,” she 
says.  “That in turn leads to safer 
neighbourhoods and a much 
greater sense of community.”

Bringing contemporary urban 
design to Nelson

“ It’s about increasing 
connectivity between 

people, places and 
the environment and 

returning to something 
more akin to a village 

way of life.”

Robin Simpson
Robin Simpson is an awarded 
urban designer and landscape 
architect with a practice history 
on signi� cant sites in Sydney, 
Australia.

She directs Robin Simpson 
Design Limited, based on 
Mapua Wharf. Robin brings 
extensive experience in both 
urban and landscape design 
and leads a team of selected, 
talented designers. In addition 
to Marsden Park, current 
projects include Wellington 
Tunnels Upgrade, Mapua 
Waterfront Park and Heart 
of Nelson projects including 
Montgomery Square, Maitai 
Walkway and Nelsons Gateways.

Robin sits on the Design 
Review Panel for Wellington’s 
Waterfront and Nelson/Tasman’s 
Urban Design Panel.

John Tocker
Jerram Tocker Barron Architects 
is a well established Nelson 
practice, specialising in 
architecture and urban design.

Winners of the 2010 Master 
Builders Supreme House of 
the Year award, notable local 
projects include the Nelson 
City Council Customer Centre, 
NMIT’s School of Tourism & 
Hospitality and the Contour 
Factory in addition to many 
award-winning homes.

Director, John Tocker is an 
advocate for urban design and 
a member of the ministerial 
advisory panel that formulated 
the NZ Urban Design Protocol; 
he has expertise in private 
dwellings, hospitality and social 
housing work.



Right House
Established in 2007 and backed 
by Meridian Energy, Right House 
aims to set a new standard for 
living that will be better for 
people and for the planet.

Right House believes that 
homeowners in this country 
have put up with cold, damp, 
unhealthy, ine�  cient homes for 
too long. Right House takes a 
‘whole house’ approach to the 
problems, with independent 
advice and expertise that 
guarantees an integrated 
and optimised solution for 
customers.

Right House is an approved 
EnergyWise service provider.

Stage one sections available NOW!
Ring the owners direct - ph (03) 970 0772 or 021 547 382

The following nurseries were also chosen to supply plants for Marsden Park:

Phone 03 544 2700  |  www.waimeanurseries.co.nz

Native Revegetation
Specialists 

Phone 03 541 8233
Mobile 027 285 7398

NZ NURSERY OF THE YEAR CONSERVATION AWARD

Phone 03 542 3421
www.titokinursery.co.nz

Marsden Park:
at a glance
  Location, location, location: 3 minutes to 

the supermarkets, 7 minutes to Nelson or 
Richmond, 2 minutes to Stoke 

 Warm, sheltered semi-rural environment

  Access to high decile primary and
secondary schools

 Preschools and childcare at your doorstep

  Sections ranging in size from 620m2 - 900m2

  Sections designed for maximum sun and
flexibility of building design

  Inherent capital growth driven by leading
edge urban design

 High speed broadband to every home

  Extensive areas of environmentally
conscious open space

  2 km of walk and cycle ways
at your back door

  Easy access to challenging and exciting
mountain walks and cycle rides

  Beneficial covenants designed to
protect your investment

  Your choice of builder or architect

A staggering 45,000 plants have 
been planted in Stage One of 
Marsden Park.  Come spring they’ll 
be bursting into life, providing a 
glimpse of just how green and leafy 
this new community is set
to become. 

The scale of the planting project is 
without comparison locally; at the 
developer’s insistence, more than 
twice the normal number of plants 
required for a residential development 
have been used.  

Numerous local nurseries and plant 
specialists have been involved in 
the mammoth planting programme, 
including Titoki Nurseries in 
Brightwater.  Owner Tim Le Gros says 
many of the plants he supplied were 
grown from seed.  Titoki’s contribution 
included trees and broadleaf shrubs 
including local natives, plus the reeds 
and rushes used for Marsden Park’s 
innovative natural stormwater system.  

Ground cover plants have been used 
extensively for aesthetic and practical 
reasons.  Many were grown and 
supplied by Nelson company No Mow, 
which specialises in low maintenance 
lawn alternatives.  For Marsden Park, 
No Mow supplied over 300 trays of 
plants, of which more than half were 
natives. Owner Richard Blaikie says 

these fast growing plants are hardy 
and can be used in place of grass 
to eliminate the need for mowing.  
“Because they’re so low and dense 
they’re really good at keeping weeds 
out,” he says.  “They also grow really 
quickly - one small plant can grow to 
half a metre in diametre in a single 
growing season.”  

It’s taken eight people approximately 
six weeks to plant all 45,000 plants at 
Marsden Park.  “It’s one of the bigger 
projects we’ve worked on,” says 
Marcus Winwood of Enviro Plus, the 
company tasked with the job.  Marcus 
is full of praise for the level of planting 
at Marsden Park.  “It’s great to see 
this kind of approach being taken to 
planting and landscape design, it’s far 
beyond what you’d normally see in a 
new subdivision.”

The external planting of the creeks, 
esplanade reserve and the wildlife 
sanctuary has been an equally large 
project, designed and completed by 
Janine Riley and Nelmac sta� .

Marsden 
Park set
to � ourish 

The following nurseries were also chosen to supply plants for Marsden Park:

  Your choice of builder or architect
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Tony Quickfall
- Director, ViaStrada
ViaStrada is a multi-disciplinary 
planning and tra�  c engineering 
consultancy with o�  ces in 
Christchurch and Nelson.  The 
company has been the key 
provider of planning advice 
and process management for 
all stages of the very complex 
Marsden Park project.

ViaStrada’s planning and 
resource management team 
undertakes a variety of work 
including statutory and policy 
planning under the Resource 
Management Act, designations 
and plan changes, strategic 
planning , resource consents 
and subdivisions, and specialist 
technical assessments for both 
public and private sector clients.

Minimising Marsden Park’s 
impact on the natural 
environment has been a 
primary objective for the 
developers from the outset; 
having lived in the valley 
for many years, they’re 
committed to preserving as 
much of its natural beauty and 
biodiversity as possible.  

The results of the measures 
taken to mitigate the e� ects 
of Marsden Park can be seen 
throughout the � rst stage of 
the development.  Perhaps the 
most visible example is the 
innovative natural stormwater 
system devised by John 
McCartin of Nelson company 
Natural Systems Design.

Instead of concrete gutters 
and pipes carrying polluted 
run-o�  straight out to sea, 
John’s system uses an attractive 
network of 4m wide swales 
consisting of stones, soil, reeds 
and rushes.  These permeable 
channels, which create a bu� er 
between footpaths and roads, 
draw the run-o�  from hard 
surfaces back into the ground 
where the root systems of the 
plants help � lter out pollutants 
like heavy metal compounds 
and oil spillage created
by vehicles.  

John explains that this natural 
drainage method traps the 

impure water, cleans it and 
redirects it into local streams 
to help maintain their base 
� ows year-round, which in turn 
provides a reliable habitat
for wildlife. 

Another low impact device used 
at Marsden Park is “no-spill” 
street lighting manufactured 
by leading New Zealand 
company Kendelier.  The energy 
saving Philips Cosmo lights 
shine directly downwards 
where illumination is required, 
eliminating horizontal “spill” 
and minimising disturbance 
to wildlife.  The reduced light 
pollution also means residents 
will be able to enjoy much 
clearer views of the night sky.  

Lighting designer Alan Gardner 
of Salco points to another low 

impact attribute of the lighting 
system: “It’s been designed to 
allow the Council to dim the 
lights when there’s little need 
for illumination - like in the early 
hours of the morning.”  

A good example of how the 
valley’s natural attributes have 
been protected and enhanced 
is the esplanade reserve created 
alongside Poorman’s Stream.  
Extensive planting, pathways 
and footbridges form the � rst 
stage of a “recreational ribbon” 
that will eventually extend the 
full length of the stream from 
hills to sea.  Once established, 
the stream-side planting will 
create an attractive habitat for 
wildlife such as � sh, eels
and birds.

Development aims to minimise 
impact on the environment

Family-owned since 1987, 
Asphalt and General is a 
reputable Nelson company 
that specialises in all 
asphalt contracting - from 
pothole repairs through to 
subdivision construction 
- for individuals, private 
businesses and local 
councils.   

Its dedicated and 
professional team has more 
than 100 years combined 
industry experience and 
is known for its for high 
standards of workmanship
and service.

Asphalt and General is 
proud to have been chosen 
to construct the roads and 
footpaths within
Marsden Park. 

Asphalt
&

General
Co Ltd
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Architect John Tocker, advising 
on Marsden Park, says the 
development’s layout has been 
very carefully considered over a 
long period of time, always with 
the objective of providing more 
than just house sites and roads.   

“It’s not just another subdivision 
– it contains all the elements of a 
community,” he says, adding that 
the village centre is a key part 
of the overall plan as it provides 
a focus for the surrounding 
residential area.  “All development 
is on the valley � oor or lower 
slopes in a park-like environment 
that retains its rural feel. 
“On the east side of the 
stream there is a village centre 
planned, which will provide the 
opportunity for local shops, cafes, 
and artisan workshops for which 

Nelson is well known. The village 
centre is a key part of the overall 
planning as it provides a focus for 
the surrounding residential area, 
and complements the residential 
sites that form the initial release 
of this innovative project.”

In terms of the sections 
themselves, John says, “they’re 
all below ridge lines, maintaining 
the beauty of the eastern ranges”.  
Smaller sections are located 
nearest the village, while larger 
plots are further out.  “Stage 
One lots are almost all � at and 
take advantage of existing 
topography to maximise rural 
views, with some looking out 
towards the western ranges. 
All sites are arranged to receive 
good sun.” 

Urban designer Robin Simpson 

says every section at Marsden 
Park has something special.  
“Some have sea views, while 
others are located next to a 
stream, reserve or recreational 
space.  Each has a good 
relationship to an attractive street 
or public space, and a good 
northerly aspect.” 
Streets in Stage One have been 
lowered below ground level, 
e� ectively elevating every 
section to minimise noise and 
visual disturbance from passing 
vehicles and to provide privacy.  
Broad street frontages are a 
common feature; none is less 
than 20 metres wide. Care has 
been taken to avoid wasted or 
awkward spaces within sections, 
to provide maximum � exibility in 
terms of where the house can
be situated. 

Superior sections promise
better living

Marsden Park will be the
� rst subdivision in the
Nelson region to bring 
the bene� ts of � bre optic 
technology direct to every 
new home and business. The 
world of telecommunications is 
moving fast and this substantial 
infrastructure investment means 
residents will be well equipped 
to take advantage of current 
leading-edge technology and 
future innovations. 

In the not-too-distant future, � bre 
optics will enable householders 
to enjoy on-request television 
programmes via the internet and 
rapidly download high-de� nition, 
full length movies from the likes 
of Amazon.  Opportunities for 
telecommuting, working from 
home and distance learning will 
increase, and next generation 
broadband will inspire further 
innovations that haven't yet
been imagined.
Even now, the provision of � bre 

cabling to every Marsden Park 
property will enable residents 
to access a range of services 
including reliable, ultra-fast 
internet; crisp, clear digital voice 
services; and internet-based 
monitored security and medical 
alarm systems.

These and many other great new 
services require world-class, high-
bandwidth connections - exactly 
the kind provided to all Marsden
Park properties.  

Fibre optics: bringing the
future to every home 

One of the most common causes 
of building cost blow-outs is a 
poor quality section.  Ground 
problems are sometimes only 
discovered after the section is 
purchased, during development 
planning. The buyer enlists an 
engineer to investigate and 
assess the situation on site.  If 
those investigations reveal poor 
ground, instability, a need for 
retaining walls, too much or too 
little topsoil, groundwater issues 
and the like, the buyer may face 
lengthy delays and unexpected 
costs that can add up to tens of 
thousands of dollars.  

There’s good news for those 
looking to build at Marsden 
Park, however, as every section 
has been constructed following 
best practice and is certi� ed 
by a geotechnical engineer. 
John Higginbotham, senior 
geotechnical engineer of Nelson 
Consulting Engineers says an 
engineer-certi� ed section mean 
few surprises, no earthworks 
consent requirements and a fast 
track to building.  He adds that 
housing companies look for these 
sections “because the uncertainty 
is removed and they’re easier and 

cheaper to build on”.
Commenting on Marsden 
Park, John says, “Not only is it 
a beautiful area but we found 
the ground conditions to be 
generally good to start with.  
The topsoil depth was not 
excessive but adequate for 
planting, and the sections are 
near-level, stable and suitable for 
straightforward, non-engineered 
type foundations.”  
For buyers and builders at 
Marsden Park, that means 
excellent assurance - from the 
ground up. 

Peace of mind from the ground up 

John Higginbotham - Senior 
Geotechnical Engineer, 
Nelson Consulting Engineers
Nelson Consulting Engineers 
(NCE) is a local employee-
owned company that provides 
professional geotechnical, 
structural and civil engineering 
services under one roof.  

NCE specialises in working with 
di�  cult sites and challenging 
projects that require cost 
e� ective, client-focused 
solutions.

Its experienced team provides 
a variety of project needs 
including structural, foundation 
and retaining wall designs, 
complex earthworks designs, 
geotechnical investigation 
and stability assessments, 
landslip stabilisation, detailed 
stormwater designs and on-site 
sewage assessments.

NCE is accredited by Nelson, 
Tasman and Marlborough 
District Councils.

Based in Richmond, Newton 
Survey is a Land Surveying 
and Land Development 
Consultancy which undertakes 
work throughout the Nelson 
and Tasman regions.

 The principal Paul Newton 
is a Registered Professional 
Surveyor and Licensed 
Cadastral Surveyor.  Paul’s 
colleagues, Grant McGillivray 
and Barry Saich are Licensed 
Cadastral Surveyors, and all 
three are accredited by Land 
Information New Zealand.  

Newton Survey o� ers extensive 
experience in all areas of 
surveying, including design, 
project management and 
certi� cation of engineering 
works relating to subdivision 
and land development. 
The Company is committed
to providing friendly, 
professional service. 

Newtons Survey is proud 
to have been part of the 
team involved in the design, 
development and land 
surveying for Marsden Park.



Marsden Park’s developers 
have enlisted energy 
e�  ciency specialists Right 
House to advise architects, 
builders and their clients 
who wish to create 
sustainable homes within 
the subdivision, and 
to provide competitive 
prices for products and 
installation.

Right House’s involvement 
is aimed at encouraging 
homeowners to build the 
most comfortable, energy 
e�  cient homes possible by 
taking into consideration 
the location, orientation 
and structural design of
the home and making the 
best use of passive and 
active systems.

“We’ll be taking a ‘whole 

house’, integrated 
approach,” says Right 
House branch manager 
Dave Nicholls.  “That 
involves looking at the 
concept plans for each 
house and taking into 
consideration all sorts of 
factors, such as the postion 
of the house on the site, 
the pitch and orientation 
of the roof, the layout 
of rooms, the design of 
windows and how thermal 
mass such as concrete 
slabs and tiles can be used.”

After assessing each set 
of plans, Right House will 
provide each homeowner 
with a report outlining 
customised solutions that 
will result in a comfortable 
home that’s also very 
e�  cient to run.  Dave says 

the suggestions outlined 
in each report - which may 
include recommendations 
for upgrading insulation, 
solar and heat pump 
hot water heating, 
space heating including 
hydronic under� oor 
and conventional heat 
pump heating – will help 
homeowners achieve 
signi� cant energy savings.  

Another facet of the 
partnership between Right 
House and the developers 
of Marsden Park is a plan 
to investigate the potential 
for developing embedded 
renewable generation on-
site.  Ultimately, the goal 
is to create a community-
owned power generation 
facility that residents can 
be shareholders in.

A shining example
of contemporary urban design

C r e a t i n g  a  c l e a n ,  g r e e n ,  v i b ra n t ,  s o p h i s t i ca t e d  co m m u n i t y

The following companies have created 
exciting plans that meet the design criteria
for Marsden Park:  

A set of building criteria and 
a vetting process has been 
developed to ensure cohesion 
and quality among homes in
Marsden Park.   
The process aims to deliver 
a balance between creative 
freedom and the need 
to protect everyone’s 
investment from substandard 
or inappropriate designs.  
Architect John Tocker and 
urban designer Robin Simpson 
have both been involved in 
formulating guidelines for 

homeowners, architects and 
builders.  Their work includes 
recommendations for building 
materials and a colour palette 
that responds to the
natural surroundings.

Plan vetting process will ensure 
cohesion and quality

Phone 03 544 4520  |  www.gjgardner.co.nz

Phone 03 544 4390 
www.jennian.co.nz

Phone 03 546 9961 
www.fowlerhomes.co.nz

Phone 03 543 9002 
www.orangebuildinggroup.co.nz

Phone 03 543 8100
www.goldenhomes.co.nz

Phone 03 541 0317
www.signaturehomes.co.nz

“ The developers have 
approved a number of 
sections for two storey 

dwellings which is a new 
concept for Nelson.”


